
  The “Most Important Stretch In Golf”
  The MISIG A DEVICE

A Complete Golf Performance
Program In One Simple

Yet Profound Device

     FOR GOLF...
            Stretching
                Swing Training
                   Exercise

Dramatically Increase Degrees Of 
Back Swing And Range Of Motion

Patent Pending

“Feel the stretch is a very eective training aide that has 
multiple bene�ts. First, it helps increase a players ability 
to turn thus adding club head speed which equates to 
more distance and secondly, it has helped to strengthen 
my back, my lats, and my core allowing me to swing more 
aggressive without fear of injury.  I hit the ball further today
than I have at any time in my career!”

"After using MISIG  for about two weeks, I've noticed on my
past couple of trips to the course how much easier I turn,
how much farther my drives are going, and how much easier
it is to complete a follow through. I'm a believer."

Dave Normand
PGA Master Professional 

“Editors Choice”

"I Love This! It's something you 
can use indoors or outdoors." 

"Stretching Aid"
"Swing Trainer"

"Reverses Aging?"

"This break through golf training 
aid is the real deal!" 

"Best Game Improvement 
Product Of The Year." 

With the 

you will dramatically increase
DEGREES OF BACK SWING 

and RANGE OF MOTION.
GUARANTEED.

Golf Gear
Weekly

Golf Monthly
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FeelTheStretch.com Frank LaRosa
ESPN 

I have used the MISIG tool with a few recreational and 
competitive golfers (NCAA, Web.com tour or Q-school) in 
the lab, particularly for whom we �nd poor latissimus 
dorsi �exibility or thoracolumbar fascia extensibility on 
clinical screening. All the golfers I share it with enjoy 
the stretch it provides.  After a few weeks using the MISIG 
on their own, our follow-up 3D kinematics and launch 
monitor assessment indicated improvements in thoracic 
rotation (aka shoulder turn). Some less-experienced 
golfers commented on the MISIG helping them tell what 
a swing with a straight left arm felt like! 

Brady L. Tripp PhD, ATC
Clinical Associate Professor
Director, Graduate Athletic Training Program
Dept. Applied Physiology & Kinesiology
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA



What Does The MISIG Do?
You will feel tremendous stretch in 
shoulders, back and hips. It will dramatically
increase degrees of back swing.

As you push sliding handle in right hand along shaft 
(left hand for lefties), the stretch cord will draw lead arm 
back for incredible stretch in shoulders, back and hips. 

The MISIG will help you experience proper takeaway by 
keeping your elbow locked through extension, loosen 
muscles and tendons, and provide a better understanding
of the proper mechanics of a golf swing. 

By doing reps with the MISIG you will build strength fast.

The results? Less injuries, stronger muscles, and better 
distance! By using the MISIG consistently, you’ll build 
strength quickly, improve your range of motion and 
develop a better golf swing by improving this key
fundamental.

Really.  That’s the actual name 
of the product... the

“Most Important Stretch in Golf”
or, MISIG, as we call it.

 

The Harder You Push The Sliding Handle The More Stretch You’ll Feel

www.FeelTheStretch.com

Order By Phone at 
888-794-6411

maryann@feelthestretch.com
MISIG Corporation

Des Plaines, IL

It’s simple. 
Much better turn of the shoulders
Hinges wrist properly.
Keeps elbow locked through extension. 
Provides a better understanding of the golf swing.

   “Forces Inside To Out” Swing

It’s game-changing. 
Dramatically increase degrees of back swing and 

   range of motion. You’ll get more distance and be 
   stronger out of the rough.

See a better golf swing. 
Have stronger golf shots. 

It leads to 
physical improvements

Strengthen and loosen shoulders back and hips.
Creates muscle memory
Keeps muscles and tendons loose to prevent injury.

It’s convenient
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